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We’re the
business behind doors
Since 1994, Independent Doors has been
providing high quality, high performance,
standard and custom interior and exterior
doors and sliders for the residential and
commercial construction markets.
Widely recognised among architects,
contractors, designers, builders and
professionals in the building industry,
Independent Doors Ltd has earned a
reputation for excellence in its field,
taking pride in providing certified superior
products at reasonable prices.
Today’s customers demand quality,
flexibility and dependability. Independent
Doors prides itself on delivering – no
matter how technical the specification or
custom your order.

Whatever your project – from 4 doors to
40 doors – you’ll receive quality products
and service from our team of specialists.
It’s what makes us a favourite from
commercial developers and builders
right through to the DIY renovator.
We are located in three handy locations
throughout Canterbury and Central
Otago – Christchurch, Timaru and
Cromwell. Speak with one of our local
representatives to see how Independent
Doors can make your door sourcing
experience a less stressful one. Leave it
up to the professionals.

We are proud to count some of the
South Island’s premier properties
among our recent projects, but it is
also the satisfaction of diligently being
able to service the needs of our smaller
customers and provide them with the
special attention they deserve that gets
us out of bed in the morning.

www.iddoors.co.nz
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Independent Doors
Hallmark Classic Collection

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DOORS
V-GROOVE DOORS

V I S I O N PA N E L O P T I O N S

A range of high quality interior and exterior v-groove
doors. The Classic exterior doors are suitable for
sheltered entranceways (minimum 1200mm eave
covering), and are the perfect way to establish tone
and enhance the street appeal of your home.

An extension to the v-groove doors, this Classic
Collection of vision panel doors come with premium
4.75mm skins for greater stability, impact resistance
and a high quality paint finish. Special designs are
available upon request.
PLEASE NOTE: GLASS IS NOT INCLUDED.
ALL PANELS ARE BEADED, PLEASE SELECT YOUR
CHOICE OF BEADING:
FLUSH

REBATED

All doors are available in Hollowcore, Solidcore and Polystyrene Core. All doors are available as an extraoverheight option (2400mm-2700mm MDF only). Standard lead-time applies for oversize options and the
manufacture of Classic Collection exterior doors. All designs are v-groove. Bevel groove, u-groove & square
groove options are available on request.

Merivale

Northwood

Coromandel

Parnell

Fendalton

Cashmere

Milford

Richmond

Orewa

Tasman

Aoraki

Brighton

6 x 3mm
V-GROOVE
(Standard)

6

5 x 2mm
SQUARE
GROOVE

10 x 1.5mm
GROOVE
(Chamfer
groove)

3 x 1.5mm
U-GROOVE

Glazing Option 1

Glazing Option 2

Glazing Option 3

Glazing Option 4

Glazing Option 5

Glazing Option 6

Glazing Option 7

Glazing Option 8

Glazing Option 9
(Parnell)

Glazing Option 10
(Parnell)

Glazing Option 11
(Fendalton)

Glazing Option 12
(Fendalton)
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Independent Doors
Hallmark Vogue Collection

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DOORS
R O U T E R E D PA N E L D O O R S

V I S I O N PA N E L O P T I O N S

Featuring a stylish rout design with several
popular patterns to select from, the Vogue
routered panel collection completes the look in
today’s modern home.

If it’s a stylish entrance you’re after, the NZ made Vogue
vision panel collection has your options covered. This
large and high quality selection features many different
architectural designs to give your home its own signature.

All doors come with premium 4.75mm skins for
greater stability, impact resistance and a high
quality paint finish.

Should you wish to continue your look beyond the entrance,
the Vogue Vision Panel Collection is manufactured with
both MDF and tempered hardboard for interior and
exterior applications.
All doors come with premium 4.75mm skins for greater
stability, impact resistance and a high quality paint finish.
All doors up to 910 wide are pre-primed all 6 sides (interior
only).

-

ALL DOORS COME AS SOLID CORE. DOORS AVAILABLE
UP TO 2400x1210MM. DOORS FINISH AT 38MM THICK AS
STANDARD. STEEL INSERT OPTIONS AVAILABLE.

Doors available in hollow core, polystyrene core and solid core
Doors available up to 2400x1210mm
Doors finish 38mm thick as standard. Other thickness options available
Steel inserts for greater stability are available (recommended on all cavity slider doors)

VRP1

VRP2

ROUTERED GROOVE DETAIL

VRP3

VRP4

4.75MM MDF SKIN
(FOR INTERIOR USE)

VRP5

VRP6

VVPA

VVPB

VVPC

VVPD

VVPE

VVPF*

VVPG

VVPH

VVPI

VVPJ

VVPK

VVPL

4.75MM TEMPERED
HARDBOARD SKIN
(FOR EXTERIOR USE)

25mm
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*AVAILABLE IN L/H AND R/H.
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Independent Doors
Hallmark Timber Veneer Doors

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DOORS
N E W Z E A L A N D N AT I V E D O O R S

EXOTIC SPECIES DOORS

Use a wooden door to accentuate your design, or
merely work with it. They are versatile in design, yet
robust and made to last.

Independent Doors can craft the perfect timber
door for you. Some of our handy work graces
some of the more prestigious properties in the
South Island.

A natural thermal insulator, timber provides the
perfect material to maintain warmth in winter,
and remain cool in summer, all while maintaining
resistance against the elements of nature.

With a variety of natural timbers to select from,
you can be assured of individually crafted, high
quality products that leave you with the ability to
stamp your own mark. Leave it stripped back to
the way nature intended it, or use stain or paint to
create a warm and inviting environment.

We offer colour matched options on request.

Heart Rimu

Colour Rimu

Economy Rimu

Pale Rimu

NZ Tawa

Southland Beech

Macrocarpa

Fijian Kauri

Radiata

White Oak

European
Beech

Tasmanian Oak

Sapelle Crown

Sapelle
Quarter

Sapelle
Rotary

Jarrah

Anegre
Quarter

American Maple

ALL DOORS ARE AVAILABLE IN HOLLOWCORE,
SOLIDCORE, POLYSTYRENE CORE. ALL DOORS ARE
AVAILABLE UP TO 2700MM HIGH. OTHER VENEER
OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Colour Beech

10

Totara
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Independent Doors
Moulded Panel Doors

New Yorker Doors
INTERIOR DOORS

CS NewYorker®
A stylish pre-finished aluminium framed door that can
be glazed using a wide range of materials – usually
glass. The CS NewYorker frame may be pre-finished in
a choice of colours - anodised or powder coated.

Cavity slider with black powder coated 1-lite CS NewYorker door

Bi-Parting cavity with natural anodised 4-lite CS NewYorkers

CS AluTec ®
A premium flush aluminium door with no visible
screws or fastenings. It has been designed to reduce
the risk of bowed doors and is ideal as an oversized
door or large room divider due to its stability.

Bi-Parting Full height CS AluTec doors

Ascot Smooth

12

Hayman Smooth

Oakfield Woodgrain

Full height surface slider with CS AluTec door

CS TimberFormed cavity slider with CS AluTec door
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Independent Doors
Bifold Doors

Independent Doors
Cavity Sliders

INTERIOR DOORS

C O N F I G U R AT I O N S
SINGLE

BI-PARTING

CORNER MEETING

OVERTAKING®

Single door slides back
into a pocket

One door slides from each
pocket, meeting in the middle

One door slides from each
pocket, meeting on 90˚ angle

Two (or more) doors slide out
from a single pocket

Bifold doors are used to separate rooms and provide
access to wardrobes and pantries. They add a touch of
history, sophistication and pure functionality.
With a variety of configurations, or a custom
configuration made to order, the bifold door is usually
constructed in pairs with two doors folding to one
side, or two with four doors split in the centre of the
opening, with two doors folding back to each side.
Whether it be a simple design or something more
elaborate, Independent Doors can deliver the bifold
door right for you. IN MULTIPLES OF TWO.

E X T R A F E AT U R E S
SofStop®
soft close

RakingHead™
self close

AutoCav®

automation

SoundStop®
sound control

BraceWall®
wall bracing

H3 components Ply panels
(wet areas)

(for fixing to)

Special
jambs

J A M B D E TA I L

Architrave

Grooved

Aluminium

Shadowline

F I N I S H I N G D E TA I L

Full-Height

DOOR STYLE
A wide range of
styles are possible.
Recommended door
thickness is
36-38mm.
For oversized doors,
choose from the range
of aluminium CS
DoorLeaves.
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Bifold Door Options

NoClosingJamb

SquareStop

HARDWARE STYLE
CaviLock® handles
have been specifically
designed for cavity
slider doors, with a
variety of configurations
and finishes available.
A hardware fitting
service is also available.
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Independent Doors
Cavity Sliders

INTERIOR DOORS

Overtaking Cavity Sliding Doors

CS SofStop® cavity sliders with CS NewYorker® doors

CS OvertakingDoors® cavity sliders with CS AluTec® doors

Corner Meeting Cavity Sliding Doors

Glass Cavity Sliding Door

16

Corner meeting CS OvertakingDoors® with CS NewYorker® doors

Full-Height CS FramelessGlass cavity sliders

CL100 LaviLock™

CS BraceWall® cavity slider

CL400 ® Magnetic handles

Double Cavity Sliding Door
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Independent Doors
Wardrobes

Top Fix Wardrobes
CS WardrobeSliders incorporate the same high-quality
track and carriage system used in CS CavitySliders,
ensuring they are smooth, quiet and extremely reliable.
Standard 38mm thick timber doors can be used,
ensuring hinged and wardrobe doors match.
They also have another major advantage - NO
unsightly and annoying floor tracks to trip over or
to attract dust and dirt. Instead, a tiny floor guide is
hidden in the door overlap. In partnership with the
top-hung track and carriages, it ensures the doors will
never ‘de-rail.’

Your wardrobe doesn’t need to be a bland space that
houses clothing and storage – bring it to life with a
high quality face lift.
Independent Doors wardrobe doors offer quality and
sophistication for a bedroom, where your imagination
is the only limit. We can provide statement doors
such as double-hung doors, or a more subtle and
cost-effective approach of aluminium framed
wardrobes with gib, mirror, rimu, or MDF infills.
We can even add MDF grooved infills to match your
internal doors.

CS Premier 2T-140 two door Wardrobe Sliders

350 SERIES SLIDING DOORS

4200 SERIES SLIDING DOORS

The 350 Series Architectural Wardrobe Door System has
been designed to meet future design trends in the home
or apartment.

The 4200 Series is a modern, compact, bottom rolling
wardrobe and internal door system designed to maximise
access to storage space especially where triple door
applications are preferred. Melteca or Seratone infill can
be combined with mid rails to produce modern, attractive
door panels. Traditional infill such as painted gib-board or
safety mirror can be used to blend with room décor. Door
frames can be custom-made in a variety of powder-coat
or anodised colours.

Top hung or bottom mounted on tracks and custom made
in a wide variety of powder-coat or anodised colours,
the 350 Series versatility allows architects to achieve
everything from simple minimalist doors to heavily
structured panel designs.
Max Height: 2700mm
Max Panel Width: 1200mm
Panel Options: Double
Bottom Rolling: 2, 3 or 4
Mid Rail Option: 30mm or 50mm
Infill Mirror, Gib, Melteca, Seratone
Colours: Standard Colour Selection: Anodised Satin Silver
All other colours custom-made to order.
18

Max Height: 2400mm
Max Panel Width: 1200mm
Panel Options: Two, Three or Four
Mid Rail Option: 30mm
Infill Mirror, Gib, Melteca, Seratone
Colours: Standard Colour Selection: Off White, PowderCoated Pearl White, Anodised Satin Silver. All other
colours custom-made to order

CS TopFix 2T-90 Wardrobe Slider

CS TopFix 2T-90 Wardrobe Sliders
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Independent Doors
Wardrobe Organisers
Made to your requirements, Standard designs or custom made designs available.

Independent Doors
Timber Doors
Independent Doors can craft the perfect timber door for
you. Some of our handy work graces some of the more
prestigious properties in the South Island.
With a variety of natural timbers to select from, you can be
assured of individually crafted, high quality products that
leave you with the ability to stamp your own mark. Leave
it stripped back to the way nature intended it, or use stain
or paint to create a warm and inviting environment.
Use a wooden door to accentuate your design, or merely
work with it. They are versatile in design, yet robust and
made to last.
A natural thermal insulator, timber provides the perfect
material to maintain warmth in winter, and remain cool
in summer, all while maintaining resistance against the
elements of nature.

20
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Independent Doors
Timber Windows

Independent Doors
Hallmark Performance Doors

INTERIOR / EXTERIOR

H O T E L / C O M M E R C I A L / E D U C AT I O N / H O S P I TA L & R E S T H O M E

Like our timber doors, Independent Doors can craft the
perfect timber window from a variety of timber types to add
texture, character and colour to your build.
Individually crafted and quality guaranteed, the wooden
window range is a great way to add character, sophistication
and a homely feel to your development.
With the natural benefits of wood, this material is
breathable, meaning that in the warmer months your
timber windows will help keep the room cool, while in the
colder months, its heat resistant properties are activated,
effectively insulating the window and keeping heat where it
should be – inside.

S M O K E & F I R E R AT E D
DOOR SETS
We offer an extensive range of smoke and fire rated
door sets with over 500 approvals to strict Australian
and New Zealand standards. From applications
requiring 30 minute doors (HFD30), through to 240
minute doors (HFD240), Independent Doors fire
doors with their highly specialised non-combustible
core, give you assurance and peace of mind.

If it’s a beautiful, solid and practical solution you need for
your window treatments, the timber window could be just
the solution.
FRAME OPTIONS
- PQ FJ pine timber frame 30mm thick (up to FRR - / 30 / 30)
- PQ hardwood timber frame 30mm thick (up to FRR - / 60 / 30)
- Steel frame 38mm thick - (up to FRR - / 240 / 30)
- All timber frames available as architrave or grooved for gib
- Steel frames available as one or two part, powder coated,
galvanised or stainless finish

VP OPTIONS
- Timber or aluminium beads
- Georgian wire glass up to 650 x 600mm
- Robax glass up to 800 x 500mm or maximum of 0.4m2 (standard dulck range)
- Pyrobel 16mm up to 800 x 500mm (fully insulated to 30mins)

A C O U S T I C R AT E D D O O R S E T S
Independent Doors offer a range of acoustic door sets ranging from STC 30
up to STC 48 for interconnecting hotel doors. Ratings are subject to the type
of wall and accuracy of installation. For fire acoustic doors, the fire approval
limitations on design and hardware apply.

22
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Independent Doors
Hallmark Performance Doors

Independent Doors
Parkwood Doors

DOOR & HARDWARE OPTIONS

INTERIOR DOORS

Independent Doors fire doors can be supplied in
a huge range of approved options, including: door
types, vision panels, glazing, facings, kick plates
and hardware.
All performance doors are supplied prehung as
a door set comprising the frame, hinges, seals
and vision panels all factory fitted. Regardless of
your application, Independent Doors can supply
approved rated doors to rigid specifications and
quality standards.

Plantation solid interior doors are made with a pine,
engineered construction. While the LVL core gives
strength, preventing movement and bowing, the mdf
finish and panels provide a smooth paint finish. Solid
feature doors add value. Interior doors get a lot of traffic,
especially bedroom and bathroom doors and these doors
are stronger than hollow core doors.
• Pine, engineered construction
• Widths 460, 610, 710, 760, 810
• Height 1980 - 2100mm
• Can be cut down to 1980 by Plantation
• 38mm thick
• Pre-primed
• Square shoulders - bead options, such as Villa available

DOOR CLOSERS
Fire doors require an approved self closing device i.e. a door closer. Door closers
must be subject to a fire test and approved. Independent Doors can supply all
your hardware needs.

MORTISE LOCKS
Mortise locks are the most common door lock fitted to fire doors. Independent
Doors has all of the approved major brands and types available.

FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
A wide range of furniture and speciality hardware is available – electronic locks,
electric strikes, panic exit devices, eye viewer’s, double action pivots, smoke
seals, drop seals etc.

24
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Independent Doors
Hardware
HARDWARE - ROUND KNOBS V LEVERS

Round knobs make a great design statement and can be
extremely aesthetically pleasing to the eye.

Lever designs are numerous and have aesthetic qualities.
There is a large variety to choose from which allows you
to add levers as a support to your design, or alternatively
as a statement piece on your doors.

The benefit of a knob door handle is that there are usually
available matching knobs of smaller dimensions that can be
used for fitting to cupboards and wardrobe doors. This assists
with allowing for a consistency within your decorating and
design ideas.

An advantage of the lever over the round knob is that
the design places your hand well away from the edge of
the door. This is useful in the case of narrow door styles
(often found in sets of French doors) which do not allow a
large installation back-set from the door edge.

A disadvantage of “knob” furniture when installed close to a
door edge is that it can cause the knuckles of one’s hand to hit
against the door jamb/frame causing injury (and annoyance).

Another advantage of the lever is that people suffering
from arthritis are able to get more leverage and do not
need to grab the handle as you do with “knob furniture”
in order to access the door.

A problem of turning the knob can develop if the latch
mechanism is not properly matched to the knob. Subsequently
the multiple operating springs can sometimes be hard to turn
against. Poor installation if round knobs can also add to this
difficulty.

One disadvantage of the lever is that you can inadvertently
get the lever caught on your sleeve or loose clothing,
leaving you tangled with the door – a large risk if you are
carrying something or moving at speed.

It is extremely important that purchasers take care in
selecting the correct latch mechanism and if in doubt ask for
our assistance before making this choice.

WINDSOR

ASTRON
S P E C I A L I S E D CAV I T Y S L I D E R H A R DWA R E

Apex 9018

Talon 9026
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Vectra 7116 - CHECK

Luna 7030

Sprectra 7050

Juno 7019

Titan 7113

Apollo 7015

Vulcan 7149

Qube 7058

C100 Lavlock LH

Cl400 Magnetic Bi-parting

C400 Magnetic Passage Black

Corbell 9022

Helex 9030
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Independent Doors
Guarantee
INTERIOR DOORS
Doors must not be stored or hung in damp or freshly
plastered areas.
Doors must be stored flat prior to hanging
All doors must be inspected upon delivery and Independent
Doors Ltd must be advised of any defect within 24 hours
of delivery. If the door is installed it is deemed accepted
by the customer.
Cavity Sliders: We take all reasonable avenues to ensure
cavity slider doors & jambs stay as straight as possible
but as temperatures vary inside the house throughout
the build process we MUST advise that movement in the
door panel is experienced which is out of our control.
Independent Doors Ltd will not replace a bowed cavity
slider door within 12 months of delivery, giving the door
4 seasons to acclimatise to its environment. We strongly
recommend the inclusion of steel stiffeners to all Cavity
Slider doors, this is an optional extra, Independent Doors
Ltd will not replace at its cost bowed cavity slider doors
that have not been fitted with steel stiffeners.
Normal show though of interior cores of door will not be
considered a defect. It is recommended that a low sheen
or semi-gloss paint be used to minimise this possibility
on 3mm, 4mm & 4.75mm skin doors and if a high gloss
finish is to be achieved we would recommend to use a
door with a minimum of 6mm skins.
Show through of clashing strips on paint grade doors
is normal and will not be considered a defect. It is our
recommendation that paint grade doors not be clashed.
Natural variations in colour, texture or grain of Veneer or
Timber will not be considered a defect.
Both faces and all four edges of the door must be sealed
prior to installation to prevent moisture absorption.
All surfaces must receive at least two further coats of
quality paint, applied strictly in accordance with the
manufacturers’ recommendations.
The replacement guarantee is limited to the replacement
of the faulty door only and specifically excludes any costs
involved in the painting or any other incidental or related
charges. Such replacement will be at the discretion of
Independent Doors Ltd.
Any costs of repairs or replacement without the written
consent of Independent Doors Ltd will not be acknowleded
or accepted.
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Doors with different veneer species to each face and
doors not treated in the same way on both faces will be
excluded from warrenty.
We strongly recommend against staining, blonding and
the use of linseed oil on veneered doors. The use of such
products is carried out entirely at the owners risk and
invalidates any warranty.
Doors must be hung on a minimum of 3 hinges.
Doors exceeding 2400mm in height or 1200mm width
are subject to very limited or no guarantee and are
manufactured at clients own risk.

PRIMING AND PAINTING
U.V primer is suitable for water based and solvent based
paints and is very simple to prepare for additional coats.
Provided the door has not been damaged since it left
Hallmark, all that is required is a thorough clean of the
door using a tack cloth. If any light sanding is required,
a sanding pad no courser than 400g may be used.
Sandpaper courser than 400g may cause the primer to be
scratched, exposing the raw MDF underneath. It is very
important to prevent any scratching of the U.V primer –
especially when using a water based undercoat. If any
scratching has occurred these must be completely filled,
sealed off and then sanded flat. Water based paints will
cause swelling of the MDF substrate if allowed to seep into
exposed scratches. To get the best door finish, Hallmark
Group recommends using a solvent based undercoat as
this will greatly reduce the risk of any potential fibre raise
should there be any exposed MDF/scratches within the
face of your door.

EXTERIOR DOORS AND JOINERY
Exterior flush panel doors must not be used in unprotected
areas and are not suitable for use as Fire Doors, in
saunas, steam rooms and the like.Doors subject to abuse
or installed in an inappropriate manner or postion will
be excluded from any warranty. If a exterior door is to
be used in an exposed situation we would recommend a
Zincalume steel clad door or the likes.
Please note, that timber being a natural product, will vary
in colour and grain. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee
colour matching. Also, being a softwood, slight dents can
be found on the finished surfaces from general handling.

All care is taken to prevent this but these are trade
acceptable.
Exterior doors must not be painted in dark colours. This
is of particular importance where the the door is exposed
to direct sunlight. No responsibilty will be accepted for
warping or bowing of doors when they are installed in this
situation.
PAINTING: Both faces and all four edges of exterior
doors must be sealed and painted using a quality paint,
applied strictly in accordance with the manufacturers’
recommendations. It is recommend exterior doors
be painted in a light reflective colour. IDL recommend
Resene “Cool Colours” for dark tones to minimise timber
shrinkage, warping & twisting. Doors painted in dark
colours or that are NOT properly sealed all 6 edges upon
taking delivery void any warranty against the above.

Doors with different veneer species to each face and
doors not treated in the same way on both faces will be
excluded from warrenty.
We strongly recommend against staining, blonding and
the use of linseed oil on veneered doors. The use of such
products is carried out entirely at the owners risk and
invalidates any warranty.
Doors must be hung on a minimum of 3 hinges.
Tolerances
+ or – 1.5mm for length, width or thickness
+ or – 3.0mm for squareness (maximum difference
between diagonals)
+ or – 5mm for bowing or twisting

Doors exceeding 2400mm in height or 1200mm width
are subject to very limited or no guarantee and are
manufactured at clients own risk.

Payment and Retention of Title

Both faces of an exterior door should be painted in the
same or a similar colour. Doors treated differently on
each face are excluded from warranty.

By accepting delivery of doors the purchaser agrees to
accept our terms and conditions of sale as detailed in our
terms and conditions of sale, copies of which are available
on request or on our website iddoors.co.nz

All doors must be inspected upon delivery and Independent
Doors Ltd must be advised of any defect within 24 hours
of delivery. If any exterior door or doorsets consisting of a
frame and doors is installed it is deemed accepted by the
customer and any claim relating to clearance margins or
general door quality will not be accepted.
The replacement guarantee is limited to the replacement
of the faulty door only and specifically excludes any costs
involved in the painting or any other incidental or related
charges. Such replacement will be at the discretion of
Independent Doors Ltd.
Any costs of repairs or replacement without the written
consent of Independent Doors Ltd will not be acknowleded
or accepted.

ALL PAYMENTS ARE DUE AT THE TIME OF DELIVERY
OR INSTALLATION, UNLESS YOU ARE AN ACCOUNT
CUSTOMER.
The product you are now ordering will be custom made
for your purpose. No returns will be accepted unless
prior arrangements are made with management. Please
note that all non-standard product will not be able to
be returned or cancelled once made. If you are a CASH
SALE customer a deposit of 50% is required prior to job
procedure with the balance payable prior to dispatch.
All products remain the property of Independent Doors
LTD until paid in full.
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20 Dakota Cresent, Wigram
PO Box 13086, Christchurch 8141
Ph: 03 384 1113 Fax: 03 384 2277
Email: info@iddoors.co.nz
Web: www.iddoors.co.nz

Notes

Specification Sheet
Name:

Order #:

Contact:

Required:

Delivery Address:

Job:
DOOR TYPE

MDF F/P

4P WWG

4P WSM

2P WWG

HAG 11

HAG 12

Northwood

Tribeca

Milford

Richmond

Contempo

Sorrento

5th Ave

Eco Rimu

Pale Rimu

Colour Rimu

HINGE TYPE
Brass:

FRAMING
94mm

JAMB FINISH

90mm

Grooved

Bronze:

Brooklyn

Coromandel

Other

JAMB TYPE

Arch

10mm 12mm

2 Piece

MDF

Arkline

Other

S/Chrome

Pine

SIZES & HANGING
Size

L/Hung

R/Hung

Single Opentop
L/Hung

Double

R/Hung

Double
Opentop

Single
Cavity Slider

Single
Double
CA O/top Cavity Slider

Double
CA O/top

910
860
810
760
710
660
610
560
510
460
410

JAMB SETS
Height

Width

WARDROBE SLIDERS
Infill

White

HARDWARE

Off/White

NO

YES
HINGING

Right Hung
(RH)

Left Hung
(LH)

Double Acting
(DA)

SPECIALS

Double

Double Acting Pair
(DAP)

GLAZING
Clear

Grey Tint

Bronze Tint

What Door handle drilling:
NO:

YES:
Lock Type
Hole Height

Please sign to confirm your acceptance:
30

865

990

S1:

S2:

Diameter
Backset
C&L
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CHRISTCHURCH

CENTRAL OTAGO / SOUTHERN LAKES

TIMARU

PO BOX 13086
20 Dakota Crescent, Wigram
Christchurch 8042

Cnr Chardonnay St & Cemetery Road
Cromwell

4 Edward Street
Timaru

T: 03 445 4087
F: 03 445 4098
E: info@iddoors.co.nz

T: 03 688 0544
F: 03 688 0545
E: info@iddoors.co.nz

T: 03 384 1113
F: 03 384 2277
E: info@iddoors.co.nz

www.iddoors.co.nz

